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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences and punctuate them. 

 

1. makes/spider/web/The/a 

2. I/new/a/toothbrush/need/to/buy 

3. I/guitar/the/well/very/play 

4. school/go/to/You/everyday 

5. spots/black/it/on/has/A/ladybird  

6. basketball/school/have/I/practice/after 

7. friends/me/play/My/like/to/with 

8. the/I/going/Saturday/am/zoo/to/on 

9. always/is/late/to/school/Christopher 

10. mulberry/was/the/bush/crawling/Adams/around 

 

 

II. Circle the subject and underline the predicate in the following sentences: 

 

1. The blue whale dove to the bottom of the ocean. 

2. A swarm of bees was buzzing around the hive. 

3. The car with the flat tyre was on the side of the road. 

4. The bank opened at noon. 

5. The dog chased the cat through the yard. 

6. She painted her bedroom pink and purple. 

7. The man and his wife were working in their garden. 

8. The bear ate all the snacks in the car. 

9. The first grade teacher wrote the lesson on the board. 

10. My favourite video game was on sale at the store. 
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III. Paragraph Writing: ‘Time Management’ 

Time management refers to the efficient use of time. We all have the same twenty-

four hours in a day. We do many different activities every day. Some of these are 

routine activities for e.g., getting ready or going for a morning walk or jog. 

Similarly, we go to school in the morning at the same time, either by taking the 

school bus or by walk. By managing our time effectively we can be punctual and do 

all our activities without stress. We need to strike a balance between work and rest.  

 

We need to plan our day well and follow a practicable time table. We should plan 

our activities for each day in a proper way so that each activity gets the duration of 

time it needs. If we waste our time on unimportant activities then we will have 

either less or no time for useful and important activities because the time that we all 

have in a day is fixed. We also need time to relax and sleep so that we will be 

refreshed, rejuvenated and we will be able to work at our best. Therefore it is 

important to manage our time well. We all know that time management and 

discipline go hand in hand. If there is no discipline we cannot be punctual and we 

cannot be successful in completing our tasks well. Time management requires 

prioritization of our activities and discipline to follow a practical time table that we 

have set for our tasks. Therefore it is very important to manage our time effectively. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Chapter 3- The Sentence 

 

I. Read these groups of words and tick ( ) those which are sentences: 

  

1. What do you     ( X ) 

2. What do you expect from me?    ( ) 

3. Honey is a    ( X )   

4. Honey is a natural and healthy sweetener.    ( )  

5. Some salt give me    ( X ) 

6. Please pass me some salt.        ( ) 

7. How dedicated you are!    ( ) 

8. you are             ( X )  

9. I good sense of humour have a            ( X )  

10. I have a good sense of humour.         ( ) 

 

 

II. Match these groups of words to make sentences: 

 

1. Difficult roads often             a. opens a mind and touches a heart.    3 

2. All of us have                       b. before your dreams can come true.  5 

3. A teacher takes a hand,        c. teacher can never be erased.             8 

4. Arise, awake and stop          d. your last mistake.                             7 

5. You have to dream               e. not until the goal is achieved.          4 

6. Success is when your           f. lead to beautiful destinations.           1  

7. Your best teacher is             g. ‘signature’ changes into autograph’.6 

8. The influence of a good       h. ability to create happiness.               2  
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III. Rearrange these groups of words to make meaningful sentences: 

 

1. don’t/carefully/you/Why/listen (Interrogative) 

Ans. Why don’t you listen carefully? 

2. leave/dishes/I/table/the/don’t/on/dirty (Statement) 

Ans. I don’t leave dirty dishes on the table. 

3. and/in/quietly/Come/sit (Imperative) 

Ans. Come and sit in quietly. 

4. often/to/movies/go/We/see (Statement) 

Ans. We often go to see movies. 

5. you/sweets/Did/buy/me/for (Interrogative) 

Ans. Did you buy sweets for me? 

6. fixing/electrician/wiring/The/faulty/is (Statement) 

Ans. The electrician is fixing faulty wiring. 

7. home/sunset/before/Come (Imperative) 

Ans. Come home before sunset. 

8. want/do/What/you (Interrogative) 

Ans. What do you want? 

9. off/Please/switch/fan/the (Imperative) 

Ans. Please switch off the fan. 

 

IV. Make meaningful sentences by using these groups of words: 

 

1. do not (command) 

Ans. Do not pluck the flower. 

2. who will (question) 

Ans. Who will solve this problem on the board? 

3. does not (statement) 

Ans. He does not like to eat fried items. 

4. in the class (statement) 

Ans. There are forty students in the class. 
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5. in the class (question) 

Ans. How many girls are there in the class? 

6. how lucky (exclamation) 

Ans. Ho! How lucky you are! 

7. solve this (command) 

Ans. I want you to solve this right now. 

8. can solve (statement) 

Ans. She can solve this problem very easily. 

9. what a (exclamation) 

Ans. What a beautiful painting! 

10. what do you (question) 

Ans. What do you want from me? 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Chapter 4 - Subject and Predicate 

 

I. Underline the subject in the following sentences: 

1. Honesty is the best policy. 

2. My favourite indoor game is scrabble. 

3. Why are your clothes so dirty? 

4. My mother has a diamond  necklace. 

5. He would set an alarm to wake up on time. 

6. Read all the major articles in the newspaper. 

7. I read all the major articles. 

8. The gulmohar tree behind my house is much bigger than the lime tree.  

9. Tell me about your vacation. 

10. Against the wall stood the poor child. 

11. The duck along with its ducklings swam across the river. 

12. The stories printed in this book are amazing. 

13. Beware of pick pocket.   

Note: You- subject- In Imperative sentences the subject is implied 

14. The water in the pond is dirty. 

 

 

II. Match the subjects with their predicate: 

     

      Subjects                                         Predicate 

 

1. Birds                                       a. is Rudyard kipling.                          5 

2. Most of the people                  b. was invented by Alfred Nobel.       3 

3. Dynamite                                c. are closed.                                        7 

4. Telephone                               d. was pushing the door.                      6                            
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5. My favourite author                e. fly.                                                        1 

6. Someone                                 f. is the largest continent in the world.     8            

7. The shops on the street           g. like to talk about others.                       2 

8. Asia                                  h. was invented by Alexander Graham Bell.  4   

 

III. Complete the sentences using suitable subjects. Put X if subject is not 

required: 

1. Name/he                          is the most active student in our class. 

2. X                                     don’t put all your eggs in one basket. 

3. Chandigarh                      is the capital of Punjab. 

4. I                                       am always punctual. 

5. Fruits/Vegetables            are good for health. 

6. They/ Helpers                  were white washing the fence. 

7. Subhas Chandra Bose      was known as ‘Netaji’. 

8. Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel  was known as the Iron Man of India’. 

9. X                                        always be regular and punctual. 

10. X                                      speak the truth. 

 

IV. Complete the sentences using suitable predicates: 

 

1. Hindi  is our national language. 

2. The sun is a star. 

3. This book is written by my favourite author. 

4. Very few friends had come to my home. 

5. We are practicing for our annual day. 

6. The girls sitting behind me are my best friends. 

7. Children are sitting quietly. 

8. J.K. Rowling is a famous author. 
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Homophones: A homophone is a word that sounds the same as another word 

but has a different meaning and/or spelling. 

For eg. Flower-flour, allowed-aloud 

 

3. Read the given poem and make a list of homophones. 

 

4. What is the message that we can draw (get) from the given poem? Express 

it in your own words. 

 

Note: The answers for the warm up exercise will be subjective in nature (i.e. 

individual discretion)  
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Write the answers to these questions. 
a. Why was the wind so sad? 
Ans. Wind was sad because he was not blue in colour like the sky or sea. 
b. What did the sea say to the wind? 
Ans. The sea said to the wind that lots of things are blue or red or other colours too. 
c. What are the special qualities of the wind? 
Ans.  Wind can blow so strong or can sing so long whereas neither sea nor sky can do it. 
 
2. Who said this? Write W for wind and S for sea. 
a. I am sad.        W 
b. I am not blue like the sky.     W 
c. What’s so sad about that?     S 
d. Lots of things are blue or red or other colours too.  S 
e. Neither sea nor sky can blow so strong or sing so long as you.  S 
 
3. Read the given poem and make a list of homophones. 
Ans. a. sea-see  f. so- sow 
         b. blue- blew e. I -eye 
         c. too- to, two g. not- knot 
         d. red- read 
         e. as- ass 
4. What is the message that we can draw from the given poem. 
Ans.  The message is that each one of us is born with a unique quality and talent and we must appreciate it. We should 
never underestimate our own capability. We should not compare our self with others and feel low.  
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

L-1The Pandavas’ Last year in Exile 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I.Wow words: 

1. supremacy 

2. legends 

3. disguise 

4. myths 

5. scriptures 

6. well-versed 

7. encroached 

8. charioteer 

9. flee 

10.chariot 

 

II. Word meaning: 

1. myths- stories, fables 

2. disguise- to hide one’s identity 

3. well-versed- to be experienced or skilled in or to be knowledgeable about something 

4. scriptures- the sacred writings of a religion 

5. aides- assistants to political leaders 

6. encroached- slowly entering  on another person’s territory 
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7. crown prince- a male heir to the throne 

8. charioteer- a person riding a two-wheeled horse-drawn vehicle, used in ancient warfare 

9. flee- run away 

10. chariot- a two-wheeled horse-drawn vehicle, used in ancient warfare 

11. exile- to be sent out of one’s native country for a period of time 

12. terms- requirements or conditions laid down or agreed upon (in this case in the game of dice) 

 

III. Question and Answers: 

Q1. Write the names of the Pandavas. 

Ans. The names of the Pandavas are: 

a. Yudhishthira 

b. Bhima 

c. Arjuna 

d. Nakula  

e. Sahadeva 

 

Q2. Against whom did the Pandavas lose in the game of dice? 

Ans. The Pandavas lost in the game of dice to their cousin Prince Duryodhana. 

 

Q3. What were the terms and conditions of the game of dice that the two sets of cousins had played? 

Ans.  As per the terms of the game, the Pandavas had to spend twelve years in exile and the last one year in 

disguise and if caught  they would spend another twelve years in exile. 

 

Q4. Write one special quality or skill of each of the Pandavas. 

Ans. a. Yudhishthira was well-versed with the scriptures, rules of royal court and the skills of dice. 

b. Bhima was good at cooking and he was also renowned for his giant appetite. 

c. Arjuna was good at dance, music and archery 

d. Nakula was an expert in the training and treatment of horses. 

e. Sahadeva was good at taking care of the cattle wealth and astrology. 

 

Q5. What did Duryodhana and his aides do to trouble King Virata? 

Ans. Duryodhana and his aides stole King Virata’s cattle wealth to trouble him. 

 

Q6. What did Uttar Kumar, the crown prince, do during the battle and why? 

Ans. Uttar Kumar tried to flee from the battle field out of fear as he got frightened on facing the huge and 

powerful Kaurava army. 

 

Q7. Who saved the day for King Virata’s army and how? 

Ans. Arjuna saved the day for King Virata’s army. He fought alone and defeated Kaurava army and brought 

back the cattle. 

 

 

 

IV. Make sentences: 

1. epic- The Ramayana and the Mahabharata are two epic poems of India. 

2. exile- The Pandavas spent twelve years in exile. 

3. warrior- Arjuna was a great warrior. 

4. well-versed- Yudhishthira was well-versed with the scriptures and rules of the royal court. 

5. identity- The Pandavas revealed their identity to King Virata. 

6. disguise- The Pandavas disguised themselves before entering the Virata’s kingdom. 
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Comprehension: 

B. Complete the table given below: 

 

Sl. No.  Name New Name Occupation 

1 Yudhishthira Kanka  advisor to the king 

2 Bhima Ballava Cook 

3 Arjuna Brihannala dance and music teacher 

4 Nakula Granthic care taker of horse stable 

5 Sahadeva Tantipala care taker of cattle wealth 

6 Draupadi Sairandhri chief maid servant to the queen  

 

C. Find antonyms from the story for each of the following words: 

1. won x lost 

2. entering x leaving 

3. displease x please 

4. save x spend 

5. conceal x reveal 

6. weak x powerful 

 

Language structure: 

A. Find meanings of the following words from the dictionary: 

1. fascinated- strongly attracted and interested 

2. oppressed- subject to harsh and authoritarian treatment 

3. hoax- trick or deceive someone 

4. chuckle-laugh quietly 

5. impulsive- action or something done without forethought 

6. gesture- movement of hand, arm or body to express an idea or feeling 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

L-1The Pandavas’ Last year in Exile 

Home Assignment 

Spell Well 

 

B. Read the words given in the box carefully. Practice their spellings by filling in the missing 

letters. 

 

etiquette strengthen recommend Enthusiasm 

gorgeous environmentalists enormous Pronunciation 

 

1.  r_ _o_ _e_  _  

2.  _ _v i _ _ n _ _ n _ _ l i _ _ _ 

3. p _ _ _ u _ _ i _  _ _ o _ 

4. _ _ _ q _ _ t _ _ 

5. _ _ r e _ _ t h _ _ 

6. _ o _ _ _ o _ _ 

7. _ _ _ h _ s i _ _ m  

8. _ _ o _ m o _ _ 

 

 

Q2. Complete the given paragraph on ‘Importance of Exercise’ 

using the words given in the help box: 

 
depression, important, weight, life, habits, overweight, age, 

exercise, healthy, physical, muscles, wellbeing, diseases 
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Importance of Exercise 

 

Regular exercise is an ……… part of a …….. lifestyle. Regular exercise 

helps you to manage your…… and reduce your risk of developing…….. . 

It can boost your ……..and mood and it is a great way to unwind from the 

stresses of….. . Exercise is most important for all irrespective of the ….. 

Children should be inculcated with the habit of ……..from an early age so 

that healthy ……lasts a lifetime. Children in the age group of two to 

fifteen are either ……. or obese. So, ……..activity for children is a must. 

It helps them to maintain a healthy weight; it stimulates the development 

of……., bones and so on. It helps to manage symptoms of anxiety and 

………among the young people. Physical activity can be in any form like 

jogging, running, skipping, gardening, dancing, swimming etc.   
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

CHAPTER -1 

GOD MADE THEM ALL (POEM) 

I. Wow words 

  

1. creatures 

2. wonderful 

3. glowing 

4. brightens 

5. Almighty 

6. celebrate 

7. bestowed 

8. mountain 

9. purple 

10. headed 

 

II. Word meaning 

1. creature- a living being 

2. wonderful- very good or remarkable 

3. glowing- giving steady light 

4. Almighty- all powerful 

5. bright- filled with light 

 

III. Question and Answers 

Q1. Name three beautiful things God has made. 

Ans. The following are the three beautiful things: 

a. flowers 

b. trees 

c. birds 

Q2. Name three wild creatures God has made. 

Ans. The following are the three wild creatures: 

a. animals 

b. birds 

c. insects 

Q3. Name three natural creations. 

Ans. The following are the three natural creations: 

a. the purple headed mountains 

b. rivers 

c. the morning and the sunset 

Q4. What do the flowers and birds have? 

Ans. The flowers have glowing colours and the birds have tiny wings. 

Q5. What brightens up the sky? 
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Ans. The morning and the sunset that brightens up the sky.   

 

IV. Make sentences 

1. beautiful- Peacock is a beautiful bird. 

2. creature- God has made all the creatures. 

3. wonderful- We had a wonderful vacation. 

4. glow- Fireflies glow at night. 

5. morning- We should wake up early in the morning. 

 

Textual exercises: 

Comprehension: 

B. Given below is a list of things that God has created. Add a word to describe them. 

1. purple headed mountains               3. wild animals 

2. shining stars                4. rising sun 

 

Grammar glee: 

A. Name the 8 parts of speech 

1. noun  2. pronoun 

3. verb   4. adverb 

5. adjective             6. Preposition 

7. conjunction             8. Interjection 

 

Video on 8 parts of speech: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQkwdAxF4xA 

 

B. Name the part of speech of each coloured word in the following sentences: 

1. Hari and Vijay are brothers.    noun 

2. She gave me sweet mangoes.     adjective 

3. Mary is on leave because she had to go out of town. pronoun 

4. The glass table top was broken.    verb 

5. These grapes are very juicy.    adverb 

6. There is a cockroach in the cupboard.   preposition 

7. Akash and Ambar play cricket.    conjunction  

8. Oh no! The sparrow is dead.    interjection   

Video on articles :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZyLP4ICGBw 

C. Complete the passage using appropriate articles, wherever necessary. 

1. As the boy watched, the horse turned into a unicorn. It galloped away into the bushes. We searched for it all 

night. 

2. In the morning a student on his way to the university informed us that an animal had been seen on the 

outskirts of town. 

3. We dashed out into the bright sunshine. The sight that greeted us was breath –taking. A mare stood in the 

shade of a tree and alongside stood the cutest little foal we had ever seen. It was no ordinary foal –it was a 

unicorn. 

 

Rhyme dictionary: 

1. hat-bat     14. hot-pot 

2. fun-run     15. beans-greens 

3. fire- desire     16. fries- pies 

4. land- hand     17. back- pack 

5. shy- why     18. cake- shake 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQkwdAxF4xA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZyLP4ICGBw
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6. bug-pug     19. tell- well 

7. eel-seal     20. clap- slap 

8. chin-grin     21. bad-dad 

9. belt-felt     22. eat- treat 

10. ring-sing     23. chance- dance 

11. glow-blow 

12. blame-game 

13. double-trouble 

 

Summary of the poem: This poem is all about God’s creation. This poem tells us how great God is. He has 

made all things bright and beautiful, wild and wonderful and all the creatures great and small. Each flower that 

blooms is created by God and he has coloured them in glowing colours. Each bird that can sing and fly on their 

tiny wings is also created by God. God has created the purple headed mountains, rivers, sunrise and the sunset. 

God has given eyes to see and wonder at his creations and lips to praise him and thank him for the wonderful 

gift.   


